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Introduction
3-dimensional technology research projects in cultural heritage

FLAAR Mesoamerica is a non-profit educational organization dedicated to research, education and 
outreach on how digital imaging technologies can record our visual links to the past, present and future, 
especially related to pre-Colombian cultures of Mesoamerica. FLAAR also evaluates large format printers 
and has been a beta tester for scanners and high-resolution digital cameras. 

As technology advances every day and there are new trends in digital imaging, FLAAR is now entering 
into 3d imaging capturing and 3 dimensional analysis for the preservation and documentation of cultural 
heritage.  

In December 2009 two persons of the FLAAR staff, together with FLAAR director, attended a special 
three-day 3D scanner training course at Zcorp, where they learned how to handle the portable ZScanner 
800 and how to process the data from it.  They came back to Guatemala with a ZScanner 800 and a HP 
laptop with one licensed copy of Geomagic installed; both lent from Zcorp for 90 days.  Since then our 
team in Guatemala has scanned several native fruits and vegetables for our Mayan ethnobotany projects 
and visited the Museo Cotzumalhuapa for a scanning session of the sculptures.

In this report we describe our initial experiences while working with Geomagic to process the scans 
we have made so far.  We expect to accomplish several additional projects for our ethnobotanical and 
archaeological art historical research while having the ZScanner 800 over the next 60 days. And, once 
we have the several hundred scans, we will need to utilize Geomagic long after we have returned the 
scanner. So we will continue to evaluate the Geomagic software.

Eduardo Sacayón and Cindy Contreras during the 3D scanner training at ZCorp with Joe Bortolotti.
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During our visit to Museo Cultura Cotzumal-
huapa our team scanned several archaeology 
sculptures which were later processed using 
Geomagic. These sculptures varied in size 
from the size of a human head up to architec-
tural columns two meters high.

Normally scans are made in several sections 
for several reasons.  While scanning, the scan-
ner uses a lot of memory from the computer, 
so if it’s a large object or there is a lot of details 
you want to capture it cannot be done just from 
one scan.  And also, most of the time you may 
want to scan several angles of the object that 
cannot be captured all at once.  

So matching the pieces is part of the process.   

Processing Scans in Geomagic
for Archaeological and Ethnobotanical Research

Nicholas Hellmuth scanning one of the three 8th century heads at Museo Cultura Cotzumalhuapa.

Eduardo Sacayón scanning a sculpture that was an architec-
tural support at Museo Cultura Cotzumalhuapa.
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The image of Monument 88 Sculpture was made using five scans.  You may open the five STL files in Geomagic at the 
same time.  The active scan appears in blue and the hidden ones in grey on the left side of the screen.  To put them all 
together, select all of them and go in the top menu to > Tools > Registration > Manual Registration.

Now, choose in the left side of the screen the first two pieces you want to match.  One fixed and one floating.  And then 
just left click to mark with a number the matching points on both pieces.  That is why it is important to leave overlapping 
parts while scanning and to have points of reference to match them up.
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Select Register to see the results and if they match well, then select Next to match up the next piece to the assembled 
ones you just made.

And then you repeat the same procedure with all of the remaining pieces until your whole object is assembled.  When you 
are done, select ok.
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The sculpture is now all together in one group, you can see all the pieces inside the group.   Now select the merge icon 
from the top menu.

The group folder is still there with the separated pieces but now there is a new  object called Merged.  As you can see 
there are no divisions and most of the empty spots from the web targets while scanning it are gone.
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And finally you may apply the Fill Holes action, which will automatically fill all the holes.  In this case, it could not fill out the 
unscanned part because it was too big, but it will normally be able to do it.

That is the basic procedure to match up the pieces of the scan to obtain the full object.  Our team scanned different sculp-
tures at Museo Cultura Cotzumalhuapa and here we show the results.

These are the three portrait head sculptures at Museo Cotzumalhuapa.  As you can see the third head has more detail, 
and that is because the scan was made in a higher resolution than the others.
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You may see the difference of details in these two scans.  That might be due to different factors while scanning an object. 
The use of high or low resolutions makes a big difference in the final result, but there are other factors to consider, like 
the ambient light, the smoothness or roughness, brightness or opacity of the object make it easier or more difficult for the 
scanner to capture the details. This volcanic stone was very pitted and rough.

These are the pictures of the original sculptures scanned above.  To the left Monument 82 and to the right Monument 63P, 
both from Museo Cultura Cotzumalhuapa.
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These are some vegetables we have scanned to see the resemblance to Mayan effigy containers (pottery vessels made 
in the shape of certain vegetables or fruits).   

These are the reference pictures of the scanned vegetables.  The two squashes are the actual scanned vegetables, but 
the papaya is not the actual scanned fruit (because someone in the office ate it after scanning, before they could be pho-
tographed), but are of the same species so that you can see the resemblance

Geomagic is a great software for processing images from 3D scanners.  These are just some examples 
of our recent work, and we expect to scan up to 200 objects among Mayan archaeology artifacts and 
sculptures; and native flora and fauna while we have the ZScanner 800.  As we continue this 3D scan-
ning project in our research for better understanding Mayan iconography, ethnobotany (and next week 
in ethnozoology with feline skulls) we will keep you updated with our findings in Mayan iconography 
as well as in 3D scanning and image processing.  So, wait for our next 3D reports.  Following are the 
features and specifications of Geomagic Studio and Geomagic Qualify software so that you can see the 
capabilities and uses of this software.
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Geomagic	Studio	Features	and	Specifications

Scan data processing

Process large data sets•	
Collect point data from all major 3D scanners and digitizers•	
Optimize scan data (using remove outliers, reduce noise and other available tools•	
Align and merge multiple scan data sets•	
Automatically or manually register multiple point clouds•	

Point and polygon editing

Reduce dense data sets with random, uniform and curvature-based point sampling•	
Create polygon mesh from point cloud data•	
Modify, edit and clean polygon model•	
Automatically detect and correct errors in the polygon mesh•	
Detect and create features in the model•	
Repair and sharpen boundary edges•	
 Export model in several file formats including STL, OBJ, VRML1, VRML2, DXF, PLY and 3DS•	

Parametric modeling

Automatically or manually classify surface types (planes, cylinders and others) of a model•	
Automatically extend and trim surfaces to create perfectly sharp edges between neighboring •	
surfaces
Control surface fitting using available tools and parameters•	
Seamlessly transfer parametric surfaces, solids, datums and curves to CAD to automatically •	
construct native geometry
Create a single, stitched surface that is a blend of planar, cylindrical, conical, extruded, revolved, and •	
free-form surfaces
Extract optimized profile curves•	
Analyze surface fitting results using inspection, walk-through or visualization tools•	

Rapid surface modeling

Automatically create watertight NURBS surfaces from polygon models•	
Easily create new patch layouts manually by drawing curves•	
Automatically define UV parameterization•	
Adaptively fit surfaces (C0 and C1) based on tolerance•	
Obtain guaranteed C1 continuity between surface patches•	
Create templates for rapid surfacing of similar objects•	
Ability to output sharp edges and planar surfaces•	
Detect and repair patch errors with step-through dialogs•	
Export model in several formats including IGES, STEP, VDA, NEU, SAT•	
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Geomagic	Qualify	Features	and	Specifications
 
Scan and align

Collect point and polygon data from all major 3D scanners, digitizers and hard-probing devices•	
Perform inspections with both ordered and unordered data•	
Compare as built objects to a CAD model or an average of several scanned models•	
Align models using your method of choice •	
Save, load and apply alignment methods for automated and repeatable inspection•	

Compare

Generate 3D color-mapped models to illustrate deviations over an entire part•	
Define and modify the color spectrum including segmented color spectrums•	
Create Go/No Go graphical reports for easy to read analysis•	
Generate deviation whisker plots of model cross sections•	

Evaluate

Create 2D and 3D dimensions on cross-sections and selected regions•	
Detect and inspect geometrical features such as spheres, planes, cones, cylinders, slots, holes, etc.•	
Calculate size, analyze fit, compare 2D and 3D features, measure point-to-point and feature-to-fea-•	
ture distances and angles
Create and evaluate GD&T callouts with full control over report display•	
Perform industry-specific analyses such as Gap & Flush•	

Report

Automatically generate inspection reports in HTML, PDF, Microsoft Word and Excel formats•	
Output reports as XML  for use with external report engines•	
Export CSV and Unicode data for trend analysis and SPC•	

Automate

Automate the inspection process from alignment to the generation of inspection reports•	
Record steps in the inspection process to inspect multiple parts automatically•	
Define macros for automating repetitive tasks•	
Repeat, reuse, migrate and adapt existing inspection processes with Automation Designer•	
Use a single reference model to perform multiple automated inspections with different steps and options•	

Geomagic Blade Module (Optional)

Perform turbine blade alignment using point and line targets that simulate edge-to-pin contact•	
Analyze complex turbine blade geometry•	
Perform turbine blade 2D twist analysis•	
Analyze complicated internal blade geometry•	
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This report was researched and written by Cindy Contreras, who took training in ZScanner and 
Geomagic while at ZCorp headquarters. She then taught herself the rest of the software on her own.

Concept and content were designated by Dr Nicholas Hellmuth, project director for FLAAR (USA) as 
well as FLAAR Mesoamerica (a separate non-profit research institute, in Guatemala).

First issued January 2010.  This report is being made available to all our readers as a free download, in 
the interest of furthering knowledge and interest in 3d scanning and 3d visualization software.
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FLAAR Reports and Reviews on 3D Scanners and Software

FLAAR Reports and Reviews on RIP Software
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FLAAR Reports and Reviews on Color Management

FLAAR Reports and Reviews on HDR Software
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FLAAR	Reports	on	the	Betterlight	Super	6K-HS.	

FLAAR	Reports	on	Phase	One.

FLAAR	Reports	on	Cruse	Scanner.

FLAAR Reports and reviews on high end digital imaging capture.

Copyright FLAAR Reports 2010


